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Options Continued 

Ambient Light 
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Enabling this toggle causes the lighting controlls to appear just below it. 
The user may then alter the RGB value for the ambient light (light emited 
by the objects themselves rather than by an external source) by moving the 
three sliders representing the amount of red, green, and blue that appear 
just under the heading "Ambient Light." There are aditional sliders for the 
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RGB value of the Specular Color (the color illuminating the whole scene 
from an external source) of the graphic displays. 

button, i.e. it can either beset on or off. 

The Threshold option is the next option vertically after the Enable Lighting 
option. Like the Enable Lighting option, the Threshold option 
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Options Continued 
The Threshold option is used to control the range of colors used on the 
legends of the graphics displays. When the toggle is set to "On," the 
sliders controlling the range of the legend colors appears. 

The Verbose toggle button is the final button appearing vertically in the 
options window. When enabled, this button provides 

1 

detailed information on the actual inner workings of 3dstress. It is useful in 
determining the reason for sometimes esoteric system errors. 
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Stress Ratio 
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Appendix 
Hot-Keys for Specific Windows 

Within specific windows, certain key-strokes may be used to 
issue commands. Through taking note of the general consistency of these 
commands from window to window, the users may increase efficiency. 
This same information may be found in the Quick-Help option of the Help 
pull-down menus of most windows. 

Tendency Viewer Hot-Keys 

Mouse. 
cleft button> Change slip tendency 
<middle button> Select triangles with similar strikes in 3D Viewer 
cright button> Get the name of a selected overlay 

Kevboard. 
(.) Increase strike 
(,) Decrease strike 
(m) Increase dip 
(n) Decrease dip 
(Print Screen) Create rgb image of window 

3D Viewer Hot-Keys 

Mouse: 
cleft button> Change position of viewer/Selection 
<middle button> Zoom in or out 
<right button> Rotate the viewer 

Kevboard. 
(b) Toggle showing of bounding box 
(0) Zoom out 
(i) Zoom in 
(r) Reset viewer 
(Spacebar) Turn selection on 
(F8) Toggle showing of axis 
(F9) Average selected vectors 
(F11) Toggle between rotation modes 
(F12) Change render mode 
(Print Screen) Create rgb image of window 
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Appendix Continued 

Map Viewer Hot-Keys 

[Mouse: 
cleft button> Change position of map 
<middle button> Zoom in or out 
cright button> Select fault 

(a) Toggle showing of bounding area 
(0) Zoom out 
($Zoom in 
(r) Reset viewer 
(Print Screen) Create rgb image of window 

I Rose Diagram Hot-Keys 

cleft button> Change position of map 
<middle button> Zoom in or out 
<right button> Northing 

(0) Zoom out 
(i) Zoom in 
(r) Reset viewer 
(F9) Toggle showing of bounding area 
(F11) Toggle showing of continuous lengths 
(F12) Toggle showing of cumulative lengths 
(Print Screen) Create rgb image of window 

4 Viewer Hot-Keys 

cleft button> Nothing 
cmiddle button> Zoom in or out 
cright button> Rotate the viewer 

4- 0) Zoom out ' 
i) Zoom in 
r) Reset viewer 
z) Increase vertical exaggeration 
q) Decrease vertical exaggeration 
F7) Toggle showing of axis 
F8) Toggle showing of bounding box 
F9) Toggle showing of base 
F11) Toggle showing of points 
F12) Change render mode 
Print Screen) Create rgb image of window 
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Overview 

Appendix Continued 

Graph Hot-Keys 

Mouse: 
cleft button> Change position of pointer 
<middle button> Nothing 
<right button> Change log mode 

Keyboard: 
(I) Change log mode 
(Print Screen) Create rgb image of window 

Mohr Graph Hot-Keys 

Mouse: 
cleft button> Change position of graph 
<middle button> Zoom in or out 
<right button> Change log mode 

Jd! uboard. 
a) Toggle showing of axis 
i) Zoom in 
0) Zoom out 
r) Reset viewer 
Spacebar) Turn selection on 
F8) Toggle showing of axis 
F11) Toggle showing of inner circles 
F12) Change render mode 
Print Screen) Create rgb image of window 
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Appendix Continued 
File Selector 

The file selector allows for the loading or saving files. Files may be 
selected by typing the name of the file in the Selection area or by double 
clicking on a file name in the Files section. Changing directories can be 
done by navigating through the file system by using the Directories section 
or typing in a new directory as the Filter. 
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Appendix Continued 

Some of the file selectors may contain a file type section which allows for 
loading or saving of different file formats by selecting the appropriate file 
type= 

/u srip e o piendstre s s/3 dfb inP .flt 
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Appendix Continued 
Example 

Use the following example to determine if 3DStress is installed correctly I and heighten your level of understanding of the 3DStress application suite. 

Begin by opening the Mohr Graph Option window. Type 150 into the Max 
Value text box under the heading Sigma Range to increase the maximum 
allowable stress value. Now, change the magnitudes of 0 U, 0; V, and 0 W 
to 133, 108, and 68 respectively via the Magnitude sliders immediately to 
the left of the Sigma Range box. Change the Fluid Pressure (in the 
Sigma Range Box below the Max and Min Value text boxes) to 43. The 
options window should now look like this 
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